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Abstract—The standardization of planning problems by their 
descriptions in the PDDL has resulted in clear benchmarking 
of planners, and thus, in  significant   advances  in  reliable 
and efficient planning  packages. The output of these classical 
planners  is a plan as sequence  of actions for the controllable 
robots  in  the environment.  We  show  here   that, provided 
that the adversaries  follow a deterministic  behavior,  PDDL- 
planners  can also  be used  in dynamic  environments  where 
uncontrollable adversaries may obstruct paths at some time in 
the future. Therefore, these environments  can be used by mobile 
robots  without the need  to use more  sophisticated planners 
where environments are modeled by Markov  Decision Processes 
(MDPs). We created a planning API for integrating any PDDL- 
solver and use it to elaborate platform  independent planning 
behavior. We also have the ability of switching between PDDL- 
solvers or to change the integration  cycle of the planner. We 
show  that these two  features  are  essential for the dynamic 
environments  considered here. 

 

Keywords-Navigation,  Behaviour-based  robotics,  Path and 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

STRIPS-like  planning [1, page 49] is perhaps  one of 
the simplest forms of planning, and in particular,  a rather 
common planning approach for navigation  tasks. While the 
robotics community  has moved forward into problems that 
include temporal  environments with uncontrollable  obsta- 
cles, the planning community has standardized STRIPS- 
like planning with the introduction  of the Planning Domain 
Definition Language (PDDL) and its extensions [2], [3] in 
order to consider mixed discrete-continuous domains. 

PDDL support for the AIPS Planning  Competition   has 
resulted  benchmark  planning problems  (see www.plg.inf. 
uc3m.es/ipc2011-deterministic/Domains).  The original fully 
deterministic  and observable planning  challenges have been 
complemented by planning and learning domains  as well 
as uncertainty  challenges (where  the effects of the actions 
are uncertain and usually modeled by some probability 
distribution of the outcomes). Nevertheless, we are motivated 
by the fact that the domains, under the original (or “clas- 
sical”) planning part, seem mostly derived from scheduling 
challenges. This is not surprising,   as the plan is usually  a 
schedule of the actions of the agent/robot in the domain. If 
the domain contains more controllable  agents, they are also 

specified as part of the actions in a sequence. A prototype of 
these challenges  is ‘Sokoban’ [4]. In this transport puzzle, 
the agent/robot  pushes crates (or boxes) in the interior of a 
warehouse. The goal is to place all objects in special cells of 
the grid environment  that are designated as storage locations. 
The agent  is confined  to the warehouse,  and actions  are 
horizontal/vertical  moves onto empty squares (never through 
walls or boxes). The player can also move into a box, which 
pushes it into the square beyond. Boxes may not be pushed 
into other boxes nor into walls, and they cannot be pulled. 

We consider this type of problems in a robotic environ- 
ment with the additional  challenge that planning may happen 
while carrying out a particular  plan (which may imply re- 
planning), and also, in the presence of other robots/agents 
for which the robot has no control. These adversaries will 
perform deterministic trajectories governed by logic-labeled 

finite-state machines (LLFSMs). 
Therefore,  this paper proposes  (1) a  methodology  to 

describe (in PDDL) scenarios where the controllable robot 
is not the only moving object in the environment. It also 
indicates (2) a software architecture  for carrying out model- 
driven development of the integration of the planners into 
the capacities of a robot. We demonstrate these proposals 
with a scenario of a robot navigating  in an environment that 
includes fixed obstacles and that includes roving adversaries. 

It is important not only that the planner be PDDL-based 
for standard  use; the fundamental heuristic and searching 
algorithm behind the planner may be more suitable for 
dynamic  environments where other robots are present [5]. 
Moreover, it  is recognized  within the agents community 
that there is a  trade-off between  the effort/time invested 
in planning and the effort of carrying out with business 
(acting) [6].  Such trade-off has  been manifested  in  the 
robotics community with the suggestion of the “execution” 
driven cycle [7] as an alternative to the plan-execute cycle. 
Namely, in the plan-execute  cycle, the planning module 
remains  idle while the robot is performing a  plan. Re- 
planning occurs once the robot has  found an unknown 
obstacle. This is suitable for static environments where we 
rarely encounter unknown  obstacles. However,  in a  much 
more dynamic environment, long plans will rarely be useful, 
specially the tail of the plan. In such settings, the planner 
could be concurrently  exploring  alternative plans (and not 
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SIGNAL_WEST_MOVE
OnEntry {post("one step West");}
OnExit{}
{}

SIGNAL_SOUTH_MOVE
OnEntry {post("one step South");}
OnExit{}
{}

isSouthCellClear

SIGNAL_EAST_MOVE
OnEntry {post("one step East");}
OnExit{}
{}

SIGNAL_NORTH_MOVE
OnEntry {post("one step North");}
OnExit{}
{}isWestCellClear

WAIT

isSouthCellClear

!isSouthCellClear

WAIT

isEastCellClear

isEastCellClear!isEastCellClear

WAITisNorthCellClear

isNorthCellClear

!isNorthCellClear

WAITisWestCellClear !isWestCellClear

Figure 1: A LLFSM that encodes the behavior of a simple
adversary that loops in 4 positions.

just policies) while the execution of the current plan is going
on. Under the name of reactive executive monitoring [8] a
reactive planning engine [9] monitors the systems low-level
states against a declarative model of the robot’s functionality,
while continuously performing sense-plan-act cycles [10]–
[13]. In the planning stage, the reactive planner finds a plan
(a sequence of robot actions) under some parameters; which
may include a planning horizon. Such a parameter balances
long planning times with a reactive behavior. During the
monitoring, the belief of the robot can be contrasted with
operator directives and enable supervised autonomy [14] and
integration of intervention by a human operator [15].

We will not focus in this paper on the re-planning aspect
and the plan-while execute aspect; suffice to say that our
architecture accommodates this and enables our robots to
navigate in dynamic environments where the initial positions
of other moving robots/adversaries (for which the main robot
does not have control) are also unknown, but using a classi-
cal planner. The current main stream approach (to model par-
tial observability as non-deterministic search [16]) for both
a) contingent planning [17] and b) POMDP planning [18],
has shown serious scalability issues [19]. Therefore, several
researchers have studied classes of problems and produced
methods to translate the partial observability problem de-
scription into a fully observable planning problem solved
by a classical planner [19]. We emphasize that this paper is
also an effort in this direction.

II. DETERMINISTIC PLANNING

Our argument here is that, such LLFSMs can describe the
behavior of Logic-labeled finite-state machines (LLFSMs)
are models of behavior that use the ubiquitous model of
state machines widely used for representing software behav-
ior [20] and the behavior of embedded systems (with tools
like MathWorks R© StateFlow with Symlink). But, as opposed
to the event-driven finite-state machines in UML [21], LLF-
SMs use the alternative model of time [22] where transitions
are labeled by statements of a formal logic. For robotic
systems, LLFSMs have been used in the language XABSL
(where the transitions are labeled by decision trees [23],
[24]) and with Defeasible Logic (DPL) [25], [26]. The
version using DPL has also been used to model embedded

systems as arrangements of LLFSMs can model concurrent
behaviors. Moreover, the arrangement of LLFSMs is sched-
uled deterministicly enabling formal verification [27], [28].

other components of an environment for a robot. More-
over, while deterministic planners may have been conceived
for environments where the solution is a sequence of actions
structured as a plan for the components of the environment
that there is control, we suggest that we can use such
deterministic planners even for environments where there
is dynamic behavior of environment elements for which
the planner and the robot do not have control — as long
as those other components have their behavior described
by LLFSMs. That is, we will use deterministic planners
in deterministic environments, but the environments we
consider are much more dynamic as they will include other
objects that act on the environment. The idea is similar to
the planning happening in Cooperative A? [5], (that moves
from reasoning on space to reasoning on time and space), but
rather than having a dedicated planner with (position, time)
states, we create the description in PDDL and any PDDL-
planner can attempt1 to build a plan.

To illustrate this point, we again refer to the Sokoban
grid-based environment. This is considered an extremely
challenging environment for deterministic planners. At the
international planning competition, some instances have
been recycled to the next competition as all solvers per-
formed poorly in the puzzle. However, only one robot moves
around and solvers consider only the moves of this robot.
As a result, only the effects of the plan modify in any
way the environment. We illustrate our suggestion of a
dynamic environment by considering other adversaries in the
environment that also move. An example of such adversary
could be another robot in the environment for which our
controllable robot only knows its deterministic behavior as
it is expressed in a LLFSM. This is an extension on Sokoban
that makes the environment dynamic.

Navigation behavior as a LLFSM is natural for patrolling
robots and can be synthesized out of specifications from
a temporal logic [29]. In fact, our robot could actually
know the LTL specification of the other robots and use such
approach [29] to infer the LLFSM of the other adversaries in
the environment. For illustration purposes, Fig. 1 presents an
example of a LLFSM for this extended grid-based environ-
ment. This agent loops around 4 states, successively moving
one cell West, one cell South, one cell East and one cell
North in the grid environment. Clearly, grid-environments
are an abstraction (for planning and reasoning) of the real-
world environments robots navigate in (we make the same
remark as others [29] that lower level behaviors achieve grid-
environment abstractions such as moving a robot from one
cell to another, or from one room to another).

1PDDL-description facilitates using any PDDL-planner, but different
search strategies and driving heuristic, result in different planning behavior.



(define (domain patrolling)
(:requirements :strips :action-costs)
(:predicates

(connect ?p0 ?p1)
(next ?p0 ?s1 ?p1 ?s2)
(at-robot ?p0)

(at-adversary ?p0 ?s)
)
(:functions

(total-cost) -number
)

(:action move-is-possible
:parameters (?pos0 ?pos1 ?pos3 ?pos4 ?s1 ?s2)
:precondition (and(at-robot ?pos0) (connect ?pos0 ?pos1) (not(=?pos1 ?pos4)) (not(=?pos1 ?pos3)) (at-adversary ?pos3 ?s1) (next ?pos3 ?s1 ?pos4 ?s2))
:effect (and(at-robot ?pos1) (not(at-robot ?pos0)) (at-adversary ?pos4 ?s2) (not(at-adversary ?pos3 ?s1)) (increase(total-cost)1.5))
)

(:action move-is-not-possible-adversary
:parameters (?pos0 ?pos1 ?pos3 ?pos4 ?s1 ?s2)
:precondition (and(at-robot ?pos0) (connect ?pos0 ?pos1) (=?pos1 ?pos4) (at-adversary ?pos3 ?s1) (next ?pos3 ?s1 ?pos4 ?s2))
:effect (and(at-robot ?pos1) (not(at-robot ?pos0)) (at-adversary ?pos3 ?s2) (not(at-adversary ?pos3 ?s1)) (increase(total-cost)1.5))
)

(:action wait-and--adversary-moves
:parameters (?pos0 ?pos3 ?pos4 ?s1 ?s2)
:precondition (and(at-robot ?pos0) (not (=?pos0 ?pos4)) (at-adversary ?pos3 ?s1) (next ?pos3 ?s1 ?pos4 ?s2))
:effect (and(at-robot ?pos0) (at-adversary ?pos4 ?s2) (not(at-adversary ?pos3 ?s1)) (increase(total-cost)1))
)

(:action wait-and--adversary-cannot-move
:parameters (?pos0 ?pos3 ?pos4 ?s1 ?s2)
:precondition (and(at-robot ?pos0) (=?pos0 ?pos4) (at-adversary ?pos3 ?s1) (next ?pos3 ?s1 ?pos4 ?s2))
:effect (and(at-robot ?pos0) (at-adversary ?pos3 ?s2) (not(at-adversary ?pos3 ?s1))(increase(total-cost)1))
)

)

Figure 2: File that provides the PDDL domain description for the adversary of Fig. 1.

Transitions are labeled by logic expressions. This LLFSM
illustrates the process of describing the dynamic environ-
ment entirely in PDDL, in order to apply deterministic
planning software packages. For this example, we let the
granularity of the adversary’s time-step to be the same as
for the mobile robot under the controller. However, if the
time steps of the adversaries and robot are different, we just
choose a common divisor of the time steps for the PDDL
description to reason about the states of the world.

For each motion by an adversary, we re-classify the
actions that describe the motion of the robot into 4 new
action descriptions.

1) move-is-possible. This is the first case, when the
robot and the adversary do not collide. This collision
is not existent because the context, verified in the pre-
conditions, is as follows.

a) The robot does not perform a move to a grid-cell
currently occupied by the adversary.

b) The adversary does not perform a move to a grid-cell
currently occupied by the robot.

c) Both, robot and adversary, do not perform a move to
the grid-cell occupied by the other.

The PDDL code for this is illustrated in Fig. 2 under the
first action labeled move-is-possible. In general,
we use a predicate connect(p0, p1) between two
positions to indicate that the robot (or the adversaries)
can move from position p0 to position p1. The col-
lection of connected positions is the static description
of the environment, in other words, the map of the
world describing open space and fixed obstacles. The
predicate next(p0,s1,p1,s2) encodes all the position

and state changes of the LLFSM by the adversary. For
example that the adversary changes state as it moves
East is expressed by declaration of the PDDL problem
of the following form.
(next _pos_0_3_ c0 _pos_1_3_ c1)

The current position of the robot is the position p0
for which the predicate at-robot(p0) is true. The
current state s and position p0 of the adversary is
the pair (p0, s) for which at-adversary(p0,s) is
true. Then, the parameters of the action in the case
move-is-possible are the current position and
the next position of a robot’s move while for the
adversary are the current (position,state)-pair and the
next (position,state)-pair. As a precondition for the
action we do need to check these positions are current
and that the map allows to move from the current to
the next position for both the robot and the adversary
(the predicate connect does this for the robot while
next(p0,s1,p1,s2) implies connect(p0,p1), and han-
dles the free space of the robot). We also need as part
of the precondition the 3 cases of this situation. For
example, the following test in the precondition

{(not(=?pos1 ?pos4))}

checks that the robot and the adversary do not share the
same grid-cell as the target of their respective moves.
If the precondition holds, the effects are that the robot
is in its new position and the adversary is as well in its
new position and state (and they are not in their earlier
positions). While there is an effect on the cost, we delay
the justification until we complete the 4 cases.

2) move-is-not-possible-adversary. This is



the same action for our robot, but in this case the
adversary’s next position in the grid-cell map is blocked
by the robot. Thus, the adversary must wait in its
current position. That the robot blocks the adversary
move is now the predicate (=?pos1 ?pos4) of the
action’s precondition in the PDDL of Fig. 2.

3) wait-and-adversary-moves. The same action
of the robot is qualified by the condition that the
robot cannot move to a cell occupied currently by the
adversary. But, for planning, we do have the effect
that the adversary will carry on its behavior as per its
LLFSM, and therefore, it may vacate the area where the
robot desires to move. Nevertheless, the robot would
have to carry a wait action, at least in this time step.

4) wait-and--adversary-cannot-move. In this
case, not only the action of the robot is blocked by the
adversary, but the adversary’s behavior is also blocked
by the robot. In this case, the effect is that both remain
in the same position.

We hope the reader appreciates the generality of the
derivation of the PDDL domain description from the behav-
ior of one or more adversaries as long as they are specified
by LLFSMs. Also, the PDDL is generic in the structure of
the map by the connect predicate. If moves/actions of
the robot are more complex on what, when and where is
an action applicable, the corresponding predicates for this
specification would be replacing (expanding) this predicate.

The last point to discuss is the fact that we have associated
weights with the 4 qualifications placed at each action of
the robot. The actions when the robot actually moves are
assigned a slightly larger cost than those where the robot
waits. We anticipate that normally not performing an action
and remaining idle is less costly (energy consumption, for
example), than actually performing an action (a move that
may require energy for the motors). However, this is also
a condition to assist the solver in focusing on the types
of plans we would expect to be realistic. If no cost is
provided, PDDL solvers produce plans that may be regarded
as anomalous, because they may contain spurious sequences
of actions; for example, they move out and in from one
position rather than wait for two time steps in the position.

A. Illustration

We clarify the earlier presentation with the running exam-
ple of Fig. 1 and its PDDL (see Fig. 2) with two scenarios
where the initial position of one patrolling adversary is
known. We thus suggest an environment as per Figure 32.
This map has a fixed obstacle on (0,2) and the goal is
always at (0,4). In the first setting, the initial position of the
automata (the adversary) is (0,3) and its patrolling behavior
is as per Fig. 1. We place our robot in (0,0), and configure

2The original image of the e-Puck was released by its author Stéphane
Magnenat on http://commons.wikimedia.org.

(0,0)% (0,1)%

(1,0)% (1,1)%

(0,3)% (0,4)%

(1,3)% (1,4)%(1,2)%

(0,2)%

Figure 3: Instance of a dynamic environment.

different problem instances by selecting different cells as
the initial position of the adversary. For illustration, we also
specify in the domain instance that the only actions for the
robot are rectilinear motions of one grid cell in the map.

Now, using our coded domain of Fig. 2, and our plan-
ning API for a robot, then solvers like regression
or lama [30] find a plan that goes along the following
sequence of actions while the automata carries out the
corresponding moves.

robot adversary
(0,0) (0,1) (0,3) (1,3)
(0,1) (1,1) (1,3) (1,4)
(1,1) (1,2) (1,4) (0,4)
(1,2) (1,3) (0,4) (0,3)
(1,3) (1,4) (0,3) (1,3)
(1,4) (0,4) (1,3) (1,4)

However, if the adversary’s initial position is (1,3), then the
plan found by the solvers regression and lama has the
following form (where the adversary is forced to wait).

robot adversary
(0,0) (0,1) (1,3) (1,4)
(0,1) (1,1) (1,4) (0,4)
(1,1) (1,2) (0,4) (0,3)
(1,2) (1,3) (0,3) (0,3) (wait)
(1,3) (1,4) (0,3) (1,3)
(1,4) (0,4) (1,3) (1,4)

But if the adversary’s initial position is (1,4), then our
solvers’ plan must include an action to wait.

robot adversary
(0,0) (0,0) (wait) (1,4) (0,4)
(0,0) (0,1) (0,4) (0,3)
(0,1) (1,1) (0,3) (1,3)
(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)
(1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (0,4)
(1,3) (1,4) (0,4) (0,3)
(1,4) (0,4) (0,3) (1,3)

III. PLANNING API

The use of a planner in a robot can be organized in
a cycle where a robot control provides a planner with a
planning request (usually consisting of the robot’s current
state and a goal state). Our architecture here takes advantage
of the fact that inputs to a domain-independent planner can
be provided in PDDL, and therefore we integrate several
planners with the only requirement that they conform to
such standardized planning language. We also integrate the
standardized output so that the resulting fully-ordered or
partially-ordered sequence of actions is transmitted to the
other elements of the architecture that execute them.

Our first step is to emulate the behavior of the adversaries
(represented as a LLFSM) into the spatial map abstraction
of the world. The constructed sequence of maps contains
the elements and distribution on the environment and this
also constitutes an abstract representation of the behavior of



the adversaries. In a sense we get each spatial map also for
each time-step in a temporal dimension. Once we obtain the
map abstraction and the adversarial behavior, the PDDL is
automatically constructed and we can invoke the solvers to
generate plans for the environment. However, the plan may
be updated as a result of sensory information that discovers
obstacles or adversaries.

We provide a module that enables a planner (or several
planners ) to be integrated with a whiteboard architecture
through the following API.

1) LOAD ENVIRONMENT(a map abstraction) : A map
abstraction is provided to the robot. It contains a
representation of a real map and the behavior of the
dynamic adversaries. We can have as many adversaries
as we want, and the behaviors of each one can be
completely different.

2) CONSTRUCT PDDL(environment): Once the distribu-
tion of the map has been loaded and the environment is
constructed taking into account all entities, our program
constructs a PDDL that corresponds to that environment
and that can be used by the robot.

3) LOAD PDDL(name of problem description) : This en-
ables the planner to retrieve and load a planning prob-
lem in PDDL. If there is no file with that name or it
does not conform to PDDL, an error is posted to the
whiteboard; otherwise, success is reported.

4) LOAD PLANNER(planner) : This enables to select
a planner. In our prototype implementation we can
choose between several planners that can work with
our PDDL domain. The planning module posts to
the whiteboard either success (a known planner was
provided) or failure. These planners can work and
interact with our architecture.

5) START PLANNER(depth) : This starts the planner with
a certain maximum depth of actions (a horizon). The
depth parameter is optional, and if not supplied, plans
of any finite depth are sought. The planner can construct
one or several plans for a problem, depending on the
search process and provided heuristics and weights.
This allows creating a library of plans that can be
used by the robot depending on what plan is consid-
ered better. If a plan exists, confirmation is posted to
the whiteboard. Failure is reported when there is no
sequence of actions from the source to the goal. For
example, a high number of adversaries with long and
complex patrolling routes can prevent the robot from
reaching the goal.

6) NEXT ACTION(rank) : This requests the rank-th action
in the current plan. The planner responds also with the
action’s number (and the action parameters). This pro-
vides robustness to lost exchanges when we distribute
the whiteboard over a network and use UDP. We point
out that ‘action’ here means the next activity in the

plan. In typical robots, such action may consist of doing
concurrent tasks (in RoboCup, an action like searching
for the ball may consist of moving the head around,
switching camera, and even some walking, depending
of the level the planning is being performed).

7) IS OBSTACLE KNOWN(position) : This reports to the
planner an obstacle at the supplied position. This may
be an obstacle found along the way or an explanation
for why the last action failed. The planner module
responds whether this obstacle was detailed in the prob-
lem description or if it is an obstacle the planner was
not aware of. In the later case, the planner updates the
problem description to now include the obstacle, but,
first, the planner module can check if we have another
constructed plan that avoids this obstacle and allows
the robot to continue its way without re-planning.

8) REPLAN(source,depth) : If there is something in the
world that was not represented and that the robot is
unaware, like an obstacle, and early planning did not
take into account, then the module finds a new plan as
with START PLANNER, but from a new source.

This API allows integration of the planning on board of a
robot for environments that can differ from the initial knowl-
edge (the original map or problem description). Unknown
fixed obstacles are discovered by the robot and re-planning
adapts plans to new situations. Our API provides the tools to
perform continuous sense-plan-act cycles [10]–[13] as well
as a plan-while execute approach [7]. In that sense, we do
not depart from the common “free-space assumption” [31]
where we can plan until we must revise because we discover
an obstacle or an adversary.

We underline here with another example, that even with
the suitable sensors model and localization algorithms, a
robot that can plan and act reliably those actions, faces
challenges with deterministic (re-planning) planners when
the environment presents dynamic elements if it does not
apply the translation we propose. A dynamic element is one
that does not sustain its position all the time. It can move
through the environment following a predefined behavior.
An example where the plan, execute, re-plan cycle fails is
provided in the example problem represented in Fig. 4. Here,
the adversary moves from cells (2,2) to (2,1), from (2,1)
to (2,2) and so on, one cell at each time. The robot is on
(0,1), it does a forward movement for the goal to (1,1),
here at (1,1) the sensors detect an obstacle blocking (2,1).
A message asking if that obstacle is known is posted into
the whiteboard and two things can happen:

1) The planner module has a library of plans where the
current robot position corresponds to a position in the
path of one of that plans. So now, the planner module
gives another possible plan to the robot that can reach
the goal following another path.

2) The planner module does not have a library of plans,



(0,0)% (0,1)%

(1,3)%(1,1)%
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Figure 4: An environment where deterministic planning
with obstacle sensing and re-planning fails.

or another available plan does not solve the problem.
So the planner module re-plans again in order to find
a new path to the goal, taking into account the new
discovered obstacle.

In both situations, the robot will move to the next position
(1,2) and it will detect the cell (2,2) as blocked, — the same
as the other case, but now the adversary has moved to (2,2).
The same problem will occur, the planner will not find a
plan unless it models the behavior of the moving adversary
and performs a wait.

Thus, enabling dynamic elements with deterministic plan-
ners requires the construction we have described earlier.

IV. DISCUSSION

This paper explores to what the extent a deterministic
planner can be used to guide the motions of a robot in
a dynamic environment. We have shown that objects that
move in the environment with a deterministic behavior can
be integrated into the PDDL descriptions for these types
of planners. The general method consists of specifying
the states and the transitions of each of such object as
connections in the problem specification part of the PDDL.
Then, the actions of our robot (as specified in the domain
part of the PDDL) are decorated with the preconditions and
effects of each of the moving objects.

This general methodology is not without its challenges.
However, it already proves to be superior to the approaches
that use planner and re-planning by deterministic planners
in a dynamic environment. Recall the early discussion re-
garding the environment of Fig. 4

Our planning API (and its associated architecture) has
been successful in the integration of PDDL-solvers for dif-
ferent domains where robots must navigate an environment
with known and unknown obstacles. We have also integrated
simulators into our architecture for PDDL-planners.

The execution of plans where the lama planner is un-
derneath is demonstrated in the videos for the Webots3

3Webots is a development environment used to model, program and simu-
late mobile robots distributed by Cyberbotics (http://www.cyberbotics.com).

simulator. The video is accelerated and a speech module is
used to record the actions received for each action request.
The length of the side of all squares is equivalent to 40cm.
For evidence of the proposal here we actually provide
the video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MJIlOZTeVc
where we display 3 scenarios. All were actually computed
by the lama planner as the regression planner actually
fails to find a plan. This means that the state explosion of
the environment here surpasses the heuristic of this solver.
This aspect illustrates the relevance of our API enabling the
selection of a different PDDL-solver. In the first scenario we
keep one adversary fixed, while another does move under a
deterministic behavior (specified by a LLFSM). The LLFSM
for this adversary is significantly more complicated that the
one in Fig. 1 (the adversaries repeat position but moving in
different directions). The second part of the video shows the
scaling to even more adversaries, as both become moving
adversaries, and we have chosen one of the lama plans that
illustrate the choosing of all actions possible by the robot.
Finally, we show that under static planning conditions, all
classical planners would guide the robot to a crash. However,
the planning control has been factored out to a common FSM
with the option of choosing the lama planner if we suspect
more alternative paths are required besides just one.

The overall behavior is encapsulated by the deployment
of a FSM that invoke the necessary planner. That is, the
responses from the planning module are significantly high
level. As a result, we can perform planning with the same
architecture and the same behavior on different robotic
platforms. For illustration, we have videos of an NXT4 robot
with tethered control (in the form of a differential robot),
a Nao5 humanoid robot and also the e-puck robot (differ-
ential robot) inside the Webots simulator. From 1min-30s
until 3min, our video used for classification for RoboCup-
2013 illustrates the execution of plans with the regression
planner on two architectures; namely on the NXT and on the
Nao robot (see http://vimeo.com/mipalgu/qualification2013
or http://youtu.be/cQgCrqRznCo from 1min-30s to 3min).
Another video (http://youtu.be/-mvppFPWfMU) shows al-
ternative paths run with lama.
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